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1 acrylic doors
High Gloss

A        dd a contemporary  
         element with an accent 
cabinet of high-gloss Acrylic  
in your kitchen.



2alumina doors
Finishes, Frames & Inserts

 

Frame 87
0.79” of the frame is 

exposed. The rest of the 
frame is behind glass.

Frame 89
0.27” of the frame is 
exposed. The rest is 

covered by glass. 

Frame 85
This frame is for opaque 

glass only. A tiny 0.15” of 
the frame is exposed.

Frame a2
The glass is adhered 

to the front of the frame.

         hoose your frame and     
        insert for a cabinet 
that will add sparkle to 
your contemporary kitchen.

C



        ontemporary slab doors with square corners. Durable laminate 
        in any one of 100’s of colors, with a matte or gloss finish.



        ontemporary slab doors with 90° vertical edges. Durable
        laminate in any color with a matte or gloss finish.

 



Painted Two Sides

            ith styles from contemporary 
            to traditional, Painted MDF 
doors have something for everyone.
   

Premium grade MDF is a uniform 
surface that provides a smooth base 
for paint.
   
Our standard color is Frosty White. 
Custom colors are available on request. 

The backs of the doors that are painted 
on one side are white melamine.





            ith the rounded corners and rub-through edges in the middle 
            section of the profile, the Heirloom Series offers a rustic look. 
To further this look, cosmetic cracks and openings are not filled. 
The standard colors are Superwhite and Black.



        his hybrid door has a paint 
        grade maple frame with an 
MDF center panel. The door is 
sanded, cosmetic cracks and 
openings are filled, then primer 
and paint are applied. Frosty 
White is the standard color.



        ne of our most popular and versatile  
         styles, this durable scratch resistant 
surface is suitable for every kitchen.
O



 



Woodline 1900

 

 

         highly textured Shaker style
         that works in traditional 
and contemporary settings. 
A



        he highly textured Woodline Slab is available in horizontal or vertical 
       grain, and plays well with many other textures to create the look you want.



2DL

        hermofoil doors have a flawless smooth 
        surface that gives a uniform look from 
door to door. The variety of colors combined 
combined with the easy-care durability 
makes these doors a great choice for any 
kitchen, bath, laundry room or mud room.





Recessed
Door Panel

Reverse Raised
Door Panel

         ne of the most popular door styles, 
         this Shaker style works with both 
traditional and transitional decor. From 
a Tuscan Villa to the classic Craftsman 
Bungalow, with 11 stain options, you 
can express your individual style.

O 

 



Bridgeport

Wood Species
Oak
Qtr. Sawn 
  White Oak

        his classic style with striking details such as the applied molding look, 
       offers four different panel profiles and two edge details 
       to mix and match.
Choose from 11 Stains and 10 Stains with Accents to make your kitchen 
reflect your personal style.

T 



        he elegant classic raised panels
        give the kitchen an upscale yet 
warm feel. 

You can customize this mitered 
frame door with one of the three 
door panel options, 11 Stains 
and 10 Stains with Accents.

T 



        his style is a favorite for the transitional 
        kitchen. By choosing one of the several 
inside and outside profiles, you will create 
the kitchen of your dreams.

To further personalize your cabinets, choose 
from 11 Stains and 10 Stains with Accents.

T 



            ith an integrated 
           beaded  panel 
profile, Meili has a  
graceful traditional feel.
 
Choose from 2 edge details 
and 2 panel profiles.

Create your look with 
11 Stains and 10 
Stains with Accents.



            ith the unique detailed raised center 
           panel Royal’s style is pure sophistication.

Mix and match 3 inside profiles, 4 outside 
profiles, 11 Stains and 10 Stains with Accent 
to create the look you’ll love.



W            ith unique rails combined with chamfered stiles, 
            Santa Maria offer an inviting and comfortable 
style. Choose from 11 Stains and 3 Stains with Accents.



F                                                 rom transitional to traditional, West Coast offers  
 a unique profile with a v-groove detail that works  
with a variety of styles. Choose your color from 11 Stains.



        omposite wood veneer is an 
       environmentally responsible 
product. The reconstituted real wood 
veneer provides endless opportunities to
create the look of rare species without 
impacting the sustainability of the forests.
Choose your favorite for your next project. 

C



        lat panel veneer doors are stylish, clean 
        and modern. Riviera is the choice for 
transitional and contemporary styles. 

Choose from 4 Stains to make your statement.
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